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Důstojníci s bílým kloboukem „zadrženi“ po
neúspěšných polygrafech
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Generál Eric M. Smith v pátek nařídil zatčení dvou důstojníků Bílého

klobouku poté, co se dozvěděli, že selhali ve dvou po sobě jdoucích

polygrafech, jejichž cílem bylo zjistit, zda jsou konstitucionalisté
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nebo tajně loajální zločinnému Bidenovu režimu, uvedly zdroje z

generálovy kanceláře Real Raw News. .

Jak bylo oznámeno v prosinci, generál Smith řekl, že přidá polygrafy

do svého arzenálu nástrojů k odhalení zrádců. Tento slib uzákonil

před dvěma týdny poté, co naverboval přední polygrafy NCIS, aby

otestovali více než 1000 příslušníků ozbrojených sil. Podle našeho

zdroje generál náhodně a nezaujatě rozhoduje, kteří důstojníci se

nechají polygrafovat jako první, protože nemá jasný důkaz, že by

některý z nich byl zrádce.

Náš zdroj nedokázal říci, kolik mužů bylo dosud testováno; nicméně

kapitán a poručík, všichni na základně Lackland AFB, minulý týden

několikrát selhali. Byli upozorněni několik hodin předem a proti

testu nic nenamítali.

Žádný důstojník, řekl náš zdroj, není posuzován na základě jediného

neúspěšného testu; pokud jeden selže, dostane den, aby se „uklidnil“

– což je docela běžná praxe při vymáhání práva –, než bude znovu

testován. Pokud jeden neuspěje ve dvou po sobě jdoucích

polygrafech, je považován za „klamavého“ a pouze ve vzácných

případech je proveden třetí test. Polygrafy měří tři biometrické

údaje: krevní tlak, dýchání a vodivost kůže. Pokud je provádí

kompetentní, nezaujatý zkoušející, polygrafy jsou považovány za 87-

95% přesné a odpovědi respondentů jsou převedeny na skóre na 5-

polohové škále, a postoje tak kvantifikovány: –6 (silně klamavé), -2

(klamavé), -1 (poněkud klamavé), 0 (neutrální), +1 (poněkud

pravdivé), +2 (pravdivé) a +6 (silně pravdivé.)

Kapitán Lacklandu zaznamenal -7 a -10; jinými slovy, dostal se na

dno.

Náš zdroj poskytl příklady otázek:

Dodržel jste svůj ústavní slib?

Uznáváte Josepha R. Bidena jako zákonně zvoleného prezidenta

Spojených států?
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Korespondoval jste v posledních 18 měsících s ministrem obrany

Lloydem Austinem?

Probírali jste operace White Hat s neoprávněnými osobami?

Neuposlechl jste někdy rozkazů od generála Davida H. Bergera?

Zradil jsi Bílé klobouky?

Máte v úmyslu zradit generála Erica M. Smithe?

Odpověděli jste pravdivě na všechny zkušební otázky?

Náš zdroj řekl, že kapitán na tyto otázky u obou zkoušek odpověděl

„nepravdivě“.

Poručík dostal podobné otázky a selhal.

Vzhledem k tomu, že polygrafy jsou u soudů nepřípustné, nebude se

na ně generál Smith spoléhat výhradně k posouzení viny nebo neviny

důstojníka. Nařídil však, aby byli oba důstojníci „zadrženi“, dokud

tento týden nedorazí jeho spojka do Lacklandu, aby je vyslýchala.

Také právě teď probíhá spousta „balonového“ šílenství. Všichni víme,

že režim tvrdí, že jednoho sestřelil u pobřeží Jižní Karolíny. Pokud

ano, byl to druhý, nebo dokonce třetí balon. White Hats říkají, že v

Montaně byl sestřelen balón, jak byli svědky obyvatel Billings.

(Návštíveno 46 113krát, dnes 3 833 návštěv)

I was accused of stealing once at work. Had no problem taking the

test and passed with flying colors. The Other girl was fired! lol, you

can’t fool the test.

I heard of tricks to beat it but I have never had a chance to play with

it. Failing intentionally seems very easy. Just keeping beathing heavy

and twitching constantly. If there is no change at the moment the

question is asked it would be hard to determine the subtle

differences. Trying to stay super relaxed seems much more difficult.
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I am making $100 an hour working from home. I never imagined

that it was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning

$16,000 a month by working on a laptop, that was truly astounding

for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it simply. Everybody must

try this job now by just using this website..

http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 3 hours ago by Delavic

If they’re asked if they are loyal to Biden and they say no, that’s a lie,

fail. If they say yes, lol they fail too.

They should’ve asked questions, such as; who’s burried in Grant’s

tomb, what color is the white house, quick, quick, do whales piss in

the ocean and other snarky liners and this is the line of shit the drill

sargents in army basic training would bark at us, to lockup our brains

as trainees…

I’ve read that psychopaths can pass them when lying. And also if

someone believes their lies, they can also pass.

The military has constantly updated technology for polygraphs. They

get them before anyone: Anything we’re already familiar with is

probably obsolete and long outdated.

As the whole country was preoccupied with the Chinese spy balloon

last week, one of the 9/11 terrorist planners was quietly released from

Guantanamo Bay in Cuba by the Biden regime.

On Thursday, Majid Khan, now 42, was moved to Belize, his legal

team announced. angd this is from trumps web site

Wait a minute… I thought it was all the Bush regime that planned

and coordinated the 9/11 “in-country terrorist’ attacks? Wrong?

Until this is all out in the open I would take it with a grain of salt I

got caught three years ago big time and I will not believe anything till

its out there and broard cast to the world im not making a fool of

http://www.payathome7.com/
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myself twice I was believing in people that I really trusted and it was

all crap

I’ve heard the Israelis Mosad engineered the demolition of the

building’s, the CGI that looked like planes flying into the building’s,

I’ve never heard who made that happen.

If I remember correctly, you can go back and read Mike’s articles on

the trials of both Cheney and Rumsfeld where they discuss the

recordings made by Rumsfeld himself of a calls between the three

men regarding the planning of 9/11…enough to hang all three. So

Rumsfeld decided to take his own life in the courtroom.

The 3rd was Colin Powell, who also took his own life with sleeping

pills.

I looked up the life of Rumsfeld and it says that he died of

cancer…….I would love to read your link…..lots was going on

concerning 9-11

He was probably a well paid “whipping boy”, then. All of the false flag

911 BS was all staged by Cheney and the Bush crime families and

they hired rag head stunt guys to pose as the bad guys…the sheep are

very easy to deceive.. 911 was a litmus test to see how gullible the US

public was, and they lapped it up with a ladel and the black hats went

all out with their latest stunt to micro chip 90% of the world’s

population with the 3rd and 4th booster jab. The 4th booster has

microchips and they can track the sheeple with 5G and the public like

lemmings, fell for it….except me…I’m one of them deploribles….

Doesn’t mean you can’t detain someone as a patsy, or even a stooge.

But the relevant laws for the sham may still require the person’s

eventual release. And yes, it was a Mossad op coordinated with

Bush/Cheney.
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No muslims were part of 911 planning. It was all Bush Regime, FBI,

CIA, MOSSAD planning, with Dick Cheney making the big decisions.

Besides, Resident Biden and tram has no say over what is done at

Gitmo. If Khan was moved, it was a white hat decision.

There have been pics released of Israeli “art students” who were

studying the interior structure of the Twin Towers for the two

months of April and May 2001. No public is ever allowed into these

areas. The pics reveal that they had detonators and were wiring the

buildings for explosives.

 
Also Tim Osman worked 20 years for the CIA and there are pics of

him with HRC, Susan Rice and a very young Obama. He is also

known as Osama bin Laden. I always wondered why he had almost

no accent and his English was very good. Do a search.

also, president bush’s cousin was the chief of security of the twin

towers till just before they brought them down.

Never heard that one but it works for me, Thank you for that info,

much appreciated. Take Care

Guess all of The Deep State Rats are scared shitless because I’m

prohibited to post anything on here now, such cowards they are.

YES , I hear you. There is obviously some protocol on certain info

that is not to be disclosed at this medai stream. Freedom of

expressing thoughts , ideas , some narratives and not to be displayed.

Maybe there are some security reasons, maybe not. I think that in

time has more info is revealed and things take place the protocols

and secuurity concerns if there are any may be lifted or relaxed. Time

will tell. I can say from where I stand in this situation some things

are changing for the better it appears , if this lasts or is just some

short term glitch, again it will take time to know for sure , but the

fight goes on and I will never give up, NEVER.
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Iirc, that would be Dubya’s brother Marvin Bush – who took over

security following the 1993 Clinton-Era ‘basement bombing’ of the

Towers – thus allowing eight years of ‘retrofitting’ ahead of the 2001,

um, ‘event’.

YES, and those Israeli ” art students ” were working off of floats

hanging outside of the tower buildings. floats are platforms that hang

usually using manila lines , Iron workers use these floats at

connection points when bolting up or welding connections when

erecting structural buildings like the Twin towers. So these Israeli

“art students ” were performing some type operations on the exterior

of the Towers, thus using these floats, no doubt rigging explosives on

the building exterior. ALSO NOTE; Trumps remarks shortly after

being elected when he was talking about the 9-11-2001 attacks, when

he referred to the ” 5 dancing Muslims on the bridge ” this statement

made by TRUMP was an OBVIOUS LIE, ” The 5 dancing Muslims ”

were in FACT ” 5 DANCING Israelis ” this is the reality, as these 5

dancing Israeli;s were arrested and interrogated , released and sen

back to Israel. THIS FACT IS DOCUMENTED , this is also noted

evern by the FBI. So one has to ask why did TRUMP make a public

statement that was a FUCKING BLATANT LIE, and yet this was very

early in TRUMP’S Presidency. TRUMP IS A DECEIVER, YES DJT IS

A DECEIVER. PEOPLE NEED TO WAKE -UP

ALSO NOTE: Gen, BERGER, he is a DECEIVER AS WELL. Lots of

shit about him revealed at RRN is questionable, this that are not

right, he DENIAL of the clones, just how many tips and how much

info, on clone labs and centers did Gen, BERGER blow-off and

disregard because he thought clones were sci-fi bullshit how

FUCKING MANY? And there are all those operations that were

failures because by his reasoning,, the ops where tipped off by

corrupt parties within the chain of information, how may casualties,

resulting from this malfeasance? The there is the BERGER going off

reservation on Jan 6th, 2023, and being ” rescued on FRIDAY the

13th 2023, and with blackened LEFT EYE, and details that are very
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sketchy at best. GEN. BERGER, and DJT are DECEIVERS and they

have been slow-playing these White Hat and TRUSTED US

MILITARY efforts in this WAR against the Deep State. TAKE HEED

Gen Smith, I know you and many others are doing just that , the

actions being taken explain that you folks are exercising such action.

TAKE CARE and ALL the BEST TO YOU PEOPLE!

the Muslims are and have always been part of the plan to overthrow

America and destroy us from the ground up. the attack on 9-11 and

the whole war was used as an excuse. to flood them into America ,

and take our money land jobs and busnesses from us they use them

as radicals to divide this nation I’m not saying all of them and same

goes for the Mexicans the deep state has been using them in the same

way keeping our boarders open while they flooded drugs and human

trafficked for them also they used the cartels and gangs to take over

cites clean across the country also they are using there violence as an

excuse to try and take our guns they are using them also as radical to

protest everything we have believe and stand for for money I’ve seen

videos tucker carlson fox news showing of Mexicans saying they are

going to come in here and take everything from Americans also black

radicals said the same thing blm and antifa they said they were going

to from all whites .

The “muslims ” are under control of the CIA and Mossad. ISIS , Al -

Qaeda (the base) were created by CIA and Mossad, as well as other

Islamist terrorist front organizations. ALL funded by CIA , Mossad

and the Muslim Brotherhood , ISI has their hands in much of this

shit as well. ISI is the Pakistan Intelligence organization.

That’s the story I heard. Dick Cheney, Bush Son and CIA🤔 🤨 they

also lied about how many people died it was closer to 5,000 😢.

No, actual 911 death numbers were 7,500 to 8,000, adjusted

downward to 2,977 by Cheney to please Dubya Bush who was

worried the truthful higher numbers would destroy him politically.
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correction: (found my notes)

actual 911 death numbers were 6,950 to 7,000, adjusted downward

by Cheney to the official 2,977

Back in 2020, a ‘friendly’ sent me some documentation which

appeared to show/prove that Mohammed Atta was actually a Mossad

asset, AND German …having been ‘groomed’ by one of the remnants

of the WWII Nazi Third Reich regime (sorry, but his very famous

name fails me at this moment). That Nazi was tied to the old chem

conglomerate IG Farben, which will -considering our modern day

basket of psyops- most easily translate to Monsanto>Bayer, and all

else (((they))) have their hooks into. Think globalism. Think big-

pharma insuring–as Podesta & Hillary said their job was to

produce–“an Unaware and Compliment citizenry”.

All that said–and if true–this would make Atta, as one of the

‘Muslims’ presented to us, another example of what we’ve been told

to be ‘not quite true’. Meaning … Michael R Davis is 100% Correct in

his statement. Any Muslims involved where there for the ‘narrative’

which allowed The Traitors amongst us to put through The Patriot

Act…and all of the other psyops which has led us to this very moment

in time where we have become Aware & Non-Compliant: ready to

recapture Our Beloved Constitutional Republic, whose full-capturing

began in earnest on September 11, 2001.

I, for one, Thank the Good Lord we’ve had the White Hat Contingent

on our side throughout, working steadfastly in The Shadows towards

the time they would best be able to put an end to the centuries-old

‘cabal’ that has since managed to infiltrate EVERY aspect of society

on the global scale. May God, and all that remains good in our

Universe, continue to have their Six.

19 Muslim extremists did not High-jack any air craft and crash any

aircraft into any buildings , structures or fields on 9-11-2001, this is

FACT, that narrative is TOTAL BULLSHIT, JUST as there were NO ”

5 DANCING MUSLIMS on a bridge in NEW YOUR CITY ” ON 9-11-
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2001 ” as stated by President TRUMP , TOTAL BULLSHIT. But there

were ” 5 DANCING ISRAELI’S ON A BRIDGE IN NEW YORK CITY

on 9-11 -2001 ” this is DOCUMENTED FACT, so why did

PRESIDENT TRUMP LIE, ASK HIM , the DECEIVER.

Deliberate misdirection, deliberate data which he was not likely to

know, corrected by 21-year researchers such as myself immediately.

The MOSSAD israeli ‘art students’ were in both towers installing

explosives, burners, smoke pipes, to simulate exploding aircraft

which were in actuality CGI holographs of aircraft, the entire ‘show’

assisted by the treasonous FAKE Newsmedia.

The ‘dancing israelis’ across the river reported by concerned citizens

were arrested by the FBI, reported to be working for an israeli

furniture moving company, were likely some of the MOSSAD ‘art

students’ celebrating their success, were quickly deported back to

jewish occupied Palestine without investigation, without charges,

proving the FBI also were co-conspirators.

If President Trump had claimed what I just stated, he would have

been attacked mercilessly by politicians and FAKE News. But

misstating them as 5 DANCING MUSLIMS fit right into the 911

Official Fairy Tale, as Trump deviously obtained the results he

wanted, discussion of the 911 attackers, evidence presented that

there were no Muslims directly involved. I must have posted

hundreds of photos, videos, evidence back then on Twitter, FB, and

recently on GAB.

You are the DECEIVER Kelly, not President Trump.

CIA agent Tim Osman, (Usama bin Laden) kept alive by two

expensive kidney dialysis machines provided him by the CIA, who

knew exactly where he was at all times, spoke publicly three times,

stating he had nothing to do with 911 whatsoever, died in December

2001 of advanced kidney disease. All those audios and videos were

poorly done lies, manufactured by the treasonous FBI.
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I absolutely remember Osman’s tapes, the transcript of one I got to

read–and download at the time–found on a forum in Europe iirc

(possibly Bellagio). In it he warned Americans to wake up to the fact

that 911 was done by *our* own government, and understand they

were using ‘him’ as a distraction. He said something to the effect that

‘he could wave a white flag here, and a white flag there…and still they

would never find him’, meaning: because they had no intention to;

what it *would* amount to is bleeding us dry in an never-ending

‘war’… without him ever having lifted a finger. As a first-hand

witness to 911, much that was seen and heard in those first hours

were so conflicting…I was a skeptic from the start. So, imho, hearing

‘it’ from the alleged horses mouth was rather significant. That

everyone I mentioned it to thought I was crazy ‘to believe such

nonsence’ has since wound up repeating itself so many times since,

I’ve grown use to being considered a nut job, despite much of it now

known to be true. Strange how that works. It seems quite hard to

break the conditioning of those who can’t see they’ve been

brainwashed. (Apologies for tangent musings.)

He was never a suspect for the 9-11-2001 attacks according to the

FBI although the msm always refers to him as one of the chief

architects of 9-11, to this very day.

NEVER on the FBI’s most wanted list for 9-11 attacks although he

was wanted FOR numerous other terrorist bombings but again NOT ,

9-11.

I agree with much of what you have stated, I have done loads of

research and study to the 9-11 attacks as numerous, thousands of

people have done since the event, however I am not into making

excuses for the numerous gaffes , misstatements and in-actions and

half-assed efforts and failed actions of DJT. I have a very high degree

of mistrust for Mr.Trump all of this supported with the information I

deem credible thus far. If I am wrong I can and will accept that, but

as I said so far thing as I see them are that DJT is a DECEIVER, he

has DIVIDED LOYALTIES. But we will know in time. I voted for Mr.
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Trump on three occasions as of this point I do not see this happening

again. I was NOT a staunch supporter of DJT, as I viewed DJT as a

WILD CARD. I know that you and numerous others could never see

your MESSIAH , DJT as anything other than infallible , you suffer

from IDOL WORSHIP and that is a serious problem for way too

many people within humanity, such as yourself. When it turns out

that your idol is not a messiah and they are in fact entirely fallible

and can FAIL , DECEIVE or just plain FUCK -UP SERIOUSLY , folks

like you are crushed and suffer serious mental break downs,

committing sucide and other self destructive behaviors , or they just

cannot ever accept truth and reality as this has happened throughout

recorded history. Really folks of your thinking and mind set are a

direct opposite of those that suffer Trump derangement syndrome as

it is referred to. The same mentality just from the opposite end of the

spectrum so – to -speak.. EXTREME LEFT OR EXTREME RIGHT,

THERE IS NO ROOM FOR YOU anywhere in between, as this is

there area, you could not ever accept as reality. You take care Michael

, we will talk again.

That doesn’t sound right. released by the BIDEN regime? Who thinks

Gen Smith would allow that without orders from Trump? Unless –

sting, anyone?

How could the Biden Regime release anybody, or have anything to do

with Gitmo? Other than go there as prisoners I guess.

I’ve been telling folks they had traitors in military even when I

served! And the stuff I saw, I said, ” Who could you tell, let alone who

could you trust? The only thing you could do was stay quiet and try to

get out of the military. “

I think every person running for any part of our government or

schools or law enforcement or military should be asked these

questions and if they fail never be allowed to run or set in office. or

be in the military, sounds to me like the people who failed the

polygraph. are very very worried and there dishearted about
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something. I’d ask them this are you working for any other nations

against America in any way, are you working for any criminal

organizations against America and its citizens do you or are you

committing treason or planning to, are you working for any other

countries to collapse our economy dismantle and destroy our history

and our culture or harm America in any way, are you planning to

destroy our military or harm it in any way , are you trying to or

planning to work for spies , are you being black mailed or you and

your family threatened to force you to betray this nation and its

people do you think what we are doing is rite. do you think what we

are doing is wrong. do you believe we should execute traitors against

America .and then I’d ask them are you looking at kid porn. you

might be surprised what you find there. in any case if they don’t

believe in what you are doing, they are a weakness the enemy can

exploit id move them out of Gitmo to a job of less importance. and if

they are watching kid porn you all know what to do about that in

church we would give them counseling and put the fear of god in

them and they and we would seek for their deliverance in prayer as

long as they didn’t touch a child that is if they touch a child then it

would be better not to say anything to us cause we may kill someone

in that case I know you may think I’m joking but I ant there 1 thing

every Christian I’ve ask this about says they will kill a person for and

that is if they molest a child , also I’d ask them have you betrayed this

country and worked against us, have you molested any child , is

anyone black mailing you or threatening your loved ones forcing you

to gather info for them against us. you might trac down spies and

deep state who are spying for the deep state. have you done anything

to harm this nation and its security. are you given info to any

criminals? and last have you harmed any Americans or their food

medicine or property for a radical cause or for money? well one more

have you taken money to do harm to America and its honorable

patriotic innocent good citizens in any way.
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also, I’d ask tem are you a sadist or a witch? cause as you ave found

out these two groups of people are more likely pedos because it is

part of their satanic believes. they believe from what I have been told

that if they rape and drink the blood of children it makes them

immortal a total load of hog wash. even if it does it is totally

unacceptable.

The FBI is in charge and responsible for ALL back ground checks on

individuals working for the US GOVERNMENT AND US MILITARY,

NOW YOU SEE WHERE THE PROBLEM STARTS

In addition, have you EVER sworn allegiance to a SECRET SOCIETY

if so which one and are you currently a member of ANY

BROTHERHOOD ? If they do have oaths swarm to ANY

brotherhood, out they go after through investigation. Can’t serve 2

Masters !

the balloons you say the deep state have been flying around are also

Chinas. your own post said Biden is spying and working for China so

you can count on whatever the deep state knows China knows about

America. China from what I can tell are being made by the deep state

to be the news military branch of the new world order one world

government. the deep state is also making them the new America or

has been trying to economically…only thing is they will be a complete

satanic communist. one .

Tribunaled, convicted and executed and on his way to Israel , to

enjoy his US Government pension and all the other goodies he

coveted

also, I’d ask tem are you a sadist or a witch? cause as you ave found

out these two groups of people are more likely pedos because it is

part of their satanic believes. they believe from what I have been told

that if they rape and drink the blood of children it makes them

immortal a total load of hog wash. even if it does it is totally

unacceptable.
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is it true that China has taken over our electric computer system if so,

this is going to be a total mess and it is stupid as can be who puts

their complete electric and internet under the control of their second

greatest enemy?

How they way things looking, I guess us Veterans may have to go

back in. These idiots didn’t realized they were going to do a random

pop-up polygraph test. Brilliant! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

I’m sure there is new advanced technology today that can monitor

your brain activity, frequency, etc. that’s 100% accurate.

Sounds like a la carte or PRN medication. Russia’s external secret

service has a permanent counterintelligence department to screen

the peeps. General Kalugin was the chief before he came out in 1990,

asked questions like : “How’s the family?”

Rogue factions are possible like WH Marines busted after Whelan

was captured and interrogated with “utmost efficiency.”

100% guaranteed any and all blacks, and any demoncrat, will fail

that polygraph. Neither have any honor, despise the constitution,

support the killing of babies in the womb, hate God and His people,

and would lie, cheat and steal their way just to keep their paycheck

coming in or to assist in the failure of this, America’s last hope –

other than God’s direct intervention itself.

I hear everybody saying invest in gold and silver well I say invest in

brass and lead so you’re ready for them commy pukes ..trust the plan

my ass I trust in God some dry powder and lead… Take no prisoners

I appreciate Mr. Baxter and all he is doing to keep us updated. It is

not easy I am sure to be getting all these articles out in such a timely

fashion. So I want to thank him for that.

 
With regard to the war: I do believe all this is just slow walking us as

the years, months and weeks go by. But I don’t understand why. So

many Patriots and supporters of Trump that I know have given up
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and many say they will never vote for him ever again because of all

the misinformation and lies we have been told. While I am may not

agree with all they are saying, I have to agree that this has dragged on

way too long now and I am beginning to wonder if it is true that we

are even winning this war. In a very short time fake joey will have

served a complete term! Our country has been destroyed, we are on

the brink of WWIII, our economy is in the toilet, our borders are

open, the illegals are pouring in and are being treated better than our

poor veterans, food and gas prices are through the roof as are utility

bills and my friends and family that took the jab are ill or dying and

crime, murder and suicides are on the rise. What about the EBS and

public exposure were they lies too? I wish they would just tell us the

truth. We can handle the truth but the misinformation and lies do

nothing but crush our spirits. Mr. Baxter do you know if we can still

expect the EBS and pubic exposure. And if so, how much longer? Can

you ask your source? Thank you.

Since they’re traitors and have probably been feeding the deep state

information… Do they get hanged too?

Why did Trump mention ‘5 DANCING MUSLIMS’ arrested by FBI

across the river, when they were really MOSSAD israelis?

 
Deliberate misdirection, deliberate data which he was not likely to

know, corrected by 21-year researchers such as myself immediately.

The MOSSAD israeli ‘art students’ were in both towers installing

explosives, burners, smoke pipes, to simulate exploding aircraft

which were in actuality CGI holographs of aircraft, the entire ‘show’

assisted by the treasonous FAKE Newsmedia.

The ‘dancing israelis’ across the river reported by concerned citizens

were arrested by the FBI, reported to be working for an israeli

furniture moving company, were likely some of the MOSSAD ‘art

students’ celebrating their success, were quickly deported back to

jewish occupied Palestine without investigation, without charges,

proving the FBI also were co-conspirators.
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If President Trump had claimed what I just stated, he would have

been attacked mercilessly by politicians and FAKE News. But

misstating them as 5 DANCING MUSLIMS fit right into the 911

Official Fairy Tale, as Trump deviously obtained the results he

wanted, discussion of the 911 attackers, evidence presented that

there were no Muslims directly involved. I must have posted

hundreds of photos, videos, evidence back then on Twitter, FB, and

recently on GAB.

You are the DECEIVER Kelly, not President Trump.

CIA agent Tim Osman, (Usama bin Laden) kept alive by two

expensive kidney dialysis machines provided him by the CIA, who

knew exactly where he was at all times, spoke publicly three times,

stating he had nothing to do with 911 whatsoever, died in December

2001 of advanced kidney disease. All those audios and videos were

poorly done lies, manufactured by the treasonous FBI.

jo, pokračujte v kuplířství pro zkorumpované sionistické satanistické

židy a Izrael, Michaele, pokračujte v chamtivých výmluvách PRO

PODVÁDĚNÍ, napůl vyznávající propagátor protiopatření “cvičení”

také známé jako MASOVÁ GLOBÁLNÍ GENOCIDA LIDSTVA,

ZLOČINY PROTI LIDSKÉM a VYTVORENÍ BOŽÍ, yeah Pokračujte v

kuplířství a prostituci pro PODVODNÍKY. Trpíte TRUMP SUCK-ASS

SYNDROMEM, nemůžete zpochybňovat ani akceptovat, že s DJT

jsou VÁŽNÉ PROBLÉMY, VŠECHNO, CO MŮŽETE UDĚLAT, JE

DÁL SE VYMLOUVAT A SÁT DJT ZADKY. JSTE PATHETICKÝ

SUCK-ASS.

 

 


